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Contact with horses
at events/shows:

General biosecurity policies

•

Horse keepers should know their horse’s
normal behaviour and vital signs and
monitor them daily; and have a good
knowledge of the signs of infectious
disease.

•

Ensure each horse has separate tack, rugs,
grooming equipment and feed buckets.

•

Wash hands before and after attending to a

•
•
•
•

take your own buckets, and water if possible;

•

be aware of horses at the yard or stables that
may have been exposed to disease e.g. at
shows or events, and speak to your vet if you
have any concerns.

avoid nose to nose contact between horses;
wash your hands after you handle other horses;
clean and disinfect your boots and outer clothing
after each show;
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Vaccinations
Vaccination helps combat infection by stimulating
an antibody response, which may either prevent
disease occurring or reduce the severity of disease
and the potential spread to other animals. They
are very useful when their use is included in a yard
biosecurity plan.
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basic biosecurity for new
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•
•
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GC

If a horse on the yard is displaying any of the
following signs the yard owner and vet should
be informed immediately:
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horses with choke can still breathe.

•

A strangles blood test with negative result must have
been carried out in the week prior to moving to the
yard.

•

Ensure each horse has dedicated equipment and
tack to prevent the potential spread of infection
between horses.

risk assessment

It can be very useful to perform a yard risk
assessment with your vet to try and quantify
your yard’s risk from infectious diseases. It
depends on a number of factors such as the
number of horses travelling regularly to shows,
and the number of horses coming onto and off
the yard.
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30 minutes and while waiting for the vet remove all
food to prevent your horse eating and worsening
the obstruction

•

For further information contact your local XLEquine practice:

Following an episode of choke it is worth monitoring
your horse’s respiratory rate (normal <16 breaths/
min) and rectal temperature for several days.
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